Family
Emergency
Response
Plan

EMERGENCIES TO PLAN FOR

YOU

Then
DO
It
NOW

Things to do and discuss
Things to Discuss

Things to do

How to escape out of the house in an emergency

Draw a plan of the house with exits

What to do before you leave the house

Everyone is a counted for.
Turn off Power, water and Gas
Leave a note where you are going to be.
Check on neighbours and pets.

What to take with you when you leave the house

72 hour pack/grab a bag.
Supplies for elderly, babies and pets

Plan where you will go.

The Plan of where you will be

Who will be your contact people

List of contact people

Emergency contacts

List of emergency contact people/groups

What will you do if you can not leave the house

Listen to Radio/check food supp[y/check house is safe.
Check on neighbours

What Event to prepare for

List Events e.g. flooding, earthquakes etc

What to do BEFORE:DURING and AFTER the Event

List what to do can be found on the Civil Defence Site

Discuss
and
draw
an
Evacuation
plan

House Plan : Draw house floor plan with exits and where to meet plus location of 72 hour kits

Exits

meeting
aera

street

72 hr kits

What to do before you leave your House in an Emergency

What to take when leaving the House in an Emergency

Who will do what.
1: Turn off Power,water and Gas

Who and when will these be checked
1: What should be in your 72 hour pack/Grab a bag
Food / water/ warm clothing/ warm foot wear/ radio/
shelter, personal items.

2: Check everybody is ready to go

2. Supplies for Elderly/Babies and Pets
3. Check on neighbours

3: Inform people where you are going

Plan Where will you go in an Emergency
1. Get a map of the area look for Civil Defence safe areas
or higher ground.

4: Check on neighbours

5 : Other

2. Write down Address where you are and where you are
going.
3. Write names and phone numbers on the map.
4. Contact number outside district

Emergency Contacts

Who are your contact People
Name
1.Contact :Name………………………………………………………………
######
Ph………………………………………………..
Fill in address
Address ……………………………………………………………………..
Fill in address
……………………………………………………………………..
Name
2. Contact :Name……………………………………………………………….
######
Ph………………………………………………
Fill in address
Address …………………………………………………………………….
Fill in address
…………………………………………………………………….
Name
3. Contact :Name……………………………………………………………….
######
Ph…………………………………………………
Fill in address
Address…………………………………………………………………
Fill in address
………………………………………………………………….

4. Out of town contact :
Name
Name:………………………………………………………………......
#######
Ph…………………………………
Fill in address
Address………………………………………………………………….
Fill in address
………………………………………………………………..

Police

111

Fire

111

Ambulance

111

Civil Defence 0800 800 401
City Council

#######

WNZ

#######

Doctor

#######

Insurance

#######

Ministers

#######

Others

######

What will you do if can not leave your house in an Emergency
Who will
1. Listen to the radio for information

2. Check your food and water supplies

3. Check if the house is safe and sound.

4. Inform someone about your situation.

5. Check on neighbours

6. Check if everyone is ok

EMERGENCIES to Plan for
Flooding :is dangerous an can cause injury , loss of life,
damage to buildings and roads, and contaminate water.
Earthquake: Most injuries in an earthquake is caused from
falling objects. like furniture, glass, and building materials'

To Prepare for Emergencies we should dicuss as

a family three important issues
1. What should happen before an event happens
2. What should happen during an event.

Storms: Major Storms affect wide areas and can be
accompanied by strong winds, heavy rain , snow, thunder
and lighting and tornados.
Landslides: Heavy rainfall and earthquakes can cause
landslides. SO can tree removal and leaking pipes.
Tsunami: Is caused by an earthquake that can cause a wave
of destruction to occur that can kill and do major damage.

Volcanic Eruption: New Zealand is sitting on a geographic
belt known as the ring of fire encircling the Pacific Ocean
and contain about 90% of the worlds volcanoes
Other events to consider Pandemics, Droughts, Fires,
Hazardous substance etc.

3, What should happen after an event.

Example Emergency response Plan : Earthquake
Before the
Emergency:

Make a plan what to do, and where you will go after the event.
Get together 72 hour kits/ Grab a bag, Radio, Shelter
Have a least 3 months of food and water stored, extra clothing and if possible extra finances
Practice DROP, COVER, HOLD
Supplies stored for Elderly, Babies, and Pets
Check to see if your house is safe to be in.

During the
Emergency :

if you are indoors DROP , COVER HOLD. Stay indoors until the shaking stops and its safe to leave.
If you are outside move away from buildings, trees and power lines, then DROP , ROLL & Hold
until the shaking has stopped.
Turn off power and gas utilities.

After the
Emergency

Listen to the Radio for guidance and information
Listen to Emergency Responders directions
Check yourselves and other s for injuries, get/give first aid if needed.
Check neighbours are OK
Watch for broken gas lines and fallen power lines, stay out of damaged areas.
Be mindful of after shocks
Head for planned meeting safe area

